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need more 
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better tools

See, secure & defend 
in one unified  

platform
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SolarNet
SolarNet are a predominantly services-focussed company 
with a global partner network of technologies enabling 
IT asset management with a focus on security-based 
configurations. Native integration to asset management 
means better coverage and better security. Tracking 
vulnerabilities on a per-device basis couldn’t be simpler, 
meaning you filter out the noise and reduce workflows.

We are a licensed technology partner, reseller and 
managed services provider of Rebasoft’s platform helping 
organisations discover all their assets on their network 
without the use of agents, leaving no stone unturned.

With 50+ years combined experience in cyber security 
and by utilising the Rebasoft platform we can perform 
security configuration checks of all your IT assets for 
compliance to security frameworks such as Cyber 
Essentials. Delivering defence in depth covering 
switches, firewalls and anything in between.

What benefits do SolarNet provide with Rebasoft’s IT 
asset and vulnerability management platform?

 • Additional Cost Savings (Better value than point  
  solutions and can even replace some)

 • Agentless (Simpler, easier, lower workload and  
  more accurate)

 • Behaviour Analysis (can be analysed using  
  information associated to network traffic, NetFlow)

 • Integrated (There’s no jumping between tools,  
  everything is seamlessly integrated, so it’s simpler,  
  easier and more effective)

 • Native Discovery (We don’t aggregate data, we  
  provide it fresh, we are your single source of truth)

 • No Scans (Less gaps, better visibility, better security)

 • Evergreen Vulnerability Management (‘Always-On’  
  means it’s more accurate, proactive, and you can  
  reduce false positives because we track by asset)

Our knowledge and expertise extend to a variety of 
industries across both private and public sectors. We 
also offer a range of products and services specifically 
tailored for the Education sector.

Rebasoft
Businesses face rising costs and staff shortages – yet the 
threat landscape is increasing. So you need more tools to 
deal with new threats but you have less staff and money. 
The fact is, current cybersecurity tools simply don’t allow 
you to protect yourself anymore.

Rebasoft provides unparalleled, real-time visibility 
into your IT estate through our unique network based 
monitoring. You can see every digital IT asset, their 
configurations and their vulnerabilities.

See. Asset discovery & inventory; Criticality & 
prioritisation; Device details

Secure. Secure configuration; Network perimeter 
security; Malware coverage

Defend. Vulnerability management; Network access 
control; Behaviour monitoring

Three core solutions, one unified platform.

Traditional asset management was built for ITIL, not for security. Scans and agents 
don’t account for everything, leaving gaps in visibility. And data is often misaligned 
between a dozen programs, resulting in frustrating guesswork.

SolarNet are valued partners, resellers and managed services providers of Rebasoft who 
have created an IT Asset Management and IT Compliance platform offering a range of functionality which 
reduces ‘tool sprawl’, consolidates security configurations, uses machine learning to match vulnerabilities 
to assets with 99.9% accuracy all without requiring the use of agents or network scanning activities.

info@solarnet-comms-ltd.co.uk  
www.solarnet-comms-ltd.co.uk

sales@rebasoft.net
www.rebasoft.net

SolarNet are certified ISO 27001- Information Security Management and ISO 9001 - Quality Management compliant, 
which epitomise our ability to consistently meet our customer’s expectations and regulatory requirements.


